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Summer: Dec - Jan - Feb 2021
The Lawnporn Summer Program for
warm season grass (couch, buffalo,
kikuyu and zoysia), is designed to
bring out the best lawn possible during
holiday season and perform
regenerative practices near the end of
summer to enter autumn with a
healthier lawn and prepare for cool
season dormancy.
Consitency is key to a successful lawn
program and with professional
product use you can expect
fantastic lawn.
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How to use this Program
Follow the weekly recommendations for
best results.
Star Tips are added throughout the
Star
program to enhance results.
Tips

The whole season is shown for quick
reference with rates, followed by a
monthly reference with rates & method,
followed by more detailed weekly
information.
Each month is then detailed right down to
the daily practice. It is a guide and strictly
following is not intended. Individual
circumstances differ and this guide cannot
predict that.
Further information and topical subjects
follow. Pictures can be clicked to purchase
websites or information videos.
Best results of this program assume decent
lawn condition. Poor condition lawns,
please see page 17 & 18 before program
use.
Using this program and guide is done so at the users risk.
Lawnporn, Amgrow or Matthew Daum are not
liable for any damage to property or living thing.
This program cannot be copied or resold.
Thank you for the support of the of this guide. I hope
you see value in the information.
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December
DAY 1

Moist 300mL
Four Seasons 2kg

WEEK 1

January
DAY 1

Moist 300mL

February
DAY 1

Moist 300mL

WEEK 1

WEEK 1

Launch+ 100mL
R/Builder+ 100mL

Launch+ 100mL
R/Builder+ 100mL

WEEK 2

WEEK 2

WEEK 2

Launch+ 100mL
R/Builder+ 100mL

Charger 200mL
R/Builder+ 100mL

Charger 300mL
R/Builder+ 100mL

WEEK 3

WEEK 3

WEEK 3

History 8-12mL

PGR
APP
Green Light 350mL
R/Builder+ 100mL

WEEK 4

Green Light 350mL
R/Builder+ 100mL

Green Light 350mL
R/Builder+ 100mL

WEEK 4
PGR
APP
Green Light 350mL
R/Builder+ 100mL

PGR = Plant Growth Regulator
Primo Maxx or Astro are
excellent PGR's

Launch+ 100mL
R/Builder+ 100mL

WEEK 4

PGR
APP

G/Light
350mL
R/b+
100mL
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DAY 1

DECEMBER
Moist 300mL per 100m2
Four Seasons 2kg per 100m2
Apply Moist with sprayer &
spread Four Seasons. Water in
6mm or 20 - 30 mins on ave
sprinkler.

WEEK 1
History 8-12mL per 100m2

WEEK 2

Apply History pesticide with
sprayer for 3 month protection
of Black Beetle. Water in 6mm
or
20-30mins on ave
sprinkler
Launch+ 100mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
Apply Launch+ & Root Builder+
tank mixed together with
sprayer. Don't water in.

WEEK 3
Green Light 350mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
PGR 4-12mL* (read label)
PGR
Apply Green Light & Root APP
Builder+ PGR tank mixed.
Don't water in.

WEEK4

Green Light 350mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
Apply Green Light & Root
Builder+ tank mixed together
with sprayer. Don't
water in.
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DAY 1

JANUARY
Moist 300mL per 100m2
Apply Moist with sprayer.
Water in 6mm or 20 - 30 mins on
ave sprinkler.

WEEK 1
Launch+ 100mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
Apply Launch+ & Root Builder+
tank mixed together with
sprayer. Don't water in.

WEEK 2
Charger 200mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
Apply Charger & Root Builder+
tank mixed together with
sprayer. Don't water in.

WEEK 3
Green Light 350mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
Apply Green Light & Root
Builder+ tank mixed together
with sprayer. Don't water in.

WEEK4

Green Light 350mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
PGR 8-12mL*
Apply Green Light & Root
Builder+ PGR tank mixed
Don't water in
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DAY 1

FEBRUARY
Moist 300mL per 100m2
Apply Moist with sprayer.
Water in 6mm or 20 - 30 mins on
ave sprinkler.

WEEK 1
Launch+ 100mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
Apply Launch+ & Root Builder+
tank mixed together with
sprayer. Don't water in.

WEEK 2
Charger 200mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
Apply Charger & Root Builder+
tank mixed together with
sprayer. Don't water in.

WEEK 3
Launch+ 100mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
Apply Launch+ & Root Builder+
tank mixed together with
sprayer. Don't water in.

WEEK4

Green Light 350mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
PGR 4-8mL* (read label)
PGR
Apply Green Light & Root APP
Builder+ PGR tank mixed
Don't water in
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DAY 1

DECEMBER

Moist 300mL per 100m2
Four Seasons 2kg per 100m2
Apply Moist with sprayer &
spread Four Seasons
immediately . Water in 6mm or
20 - 30 mins on ave sprinkler.

The day before a low-mow, core
and topdress; do a deep watering
(25mm) to make aerating easier.
Day 1, low-mow, aerate, topdress
first and then apply Moist, then
spread Four Seasons and water in.
The Day 1 cultural practice will
repair quickly and is your last
chance to correct soil and level
issues before Christmas.
Nov

30
Dec

Week 1

5

WATER
25mm
LOWMOW

1

TOPDRESS

MOIST
4S

2

WATER
2mm
6am

WATER
2mm
10am

WATER
2mm
2pm

3

WATER
2mm
6am

WATER
2mm
10am

WATER
2mm
2pm

4

WATER
2mm
6am

CORE

RB+
50mL

HISTORY
8 - 12mL

WATER
6mm

HISTORY WATER
MOIST
6mm

6

RB+
App is
Optional

MOIST
(100mL)
tank mixed
with
HISTORY is
Optional

Day Off

Star
Tip 1

A 50mL RB+ with leaf
showing will help
roots and new plant
adapt to foliar feeding
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WEEK 1

DECEMBER

History 8-12mL per 100m2
Apply History pesticide with
sprayer for 3 month protection
of Black Beetle. Water in 6mm
or
20-30mins on ave
sprinkler. Adding Moist is an
option.

History is a pesticide for black
beetle. It also acts as a defence
against beetles returning.

Black Beetle can destroy lawns
quickly as they eat the roots during
their lifecycle. Always treat even if
you think you don't have them.
You can aid getting History into the
soil by tank-mixing Moist (100mL)
in the same application.
Nov

30
Dec

Week 1

5

WATER
25mm
LOWMOW

1

TOPDRESS

MOIST
4S

2

WATER
2mm
6am

WATER
2mm
10am

WATER
2mm
2pm

3

WATER
2mm
6am

WATER
2mm
10am

WATER
WATER
2mm
2mm
2pm
2pm

4

WATER
2mm
6am

CORE

RB+
50mL

HISTORY
8 - 12mL

WATER
6mm

HISTORY WATER
MOIST
6mm

6

RB+
App is
Optional

MOIST
(100mL)
tank mixed
with
HISTORY is
Optional

Day Off

Star
Tip 1

A 50mL RB+ with leaf
showing will help
roots and new plant
adapt to foliar feeding
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WEEK 2

DECEMBER

Launch+ 100mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
Apply Launch+ & Root Builder+
tank mixed together with
sprayer. Don't water in.

Launch+ is a balanced NPK
fertiliser with kelp. It is used for
great condition or when root
development and repair is
required.
Root Builder+ is a kelp which over
time will triple the root mass of the
lawn plant.
If this is the first time using foliar
fertiliser, use the lower rate.
Dec

7

8

Week 2

WATER
25mm
6am
WATER
Nil

9

WATER
Nil

10

WATER
25mm
6am

11

WATER
Nil

12
Mow
4-5mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 1-2
Rotary

WEED
INSPECTION/TREAT

Mow
4-5mm
Cylinder

Launch+
R/Builder+

LAUNCH+
+
R/BUILDER+

Launch+
100mL
Root Builder+
100mL

Day Off... or.....

13

Star
Tip 2
Mow
Notch 1-2
Rotary

WATER
NIL
After App

Mow
4-5mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 1-2
Rotary

Deep Infrequent Early
Morning Watering
promotes a deeper
root system & saves
water...
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DECEMBER

WEEK 3

Green Light 350mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
Plant Growth Regulator 12mL*
Apply Green Light & Root Builder+
& PGR tank mixed together with
PGR
sprayer. Don't water in.
APP

Green Light is the most used
nitrogen-iron professional turf
fertiliser for that deep dark green
you see at golf courses and sports
fields. It doesn't cause surge
growth so you are not mowing off
the colour soon after application.
Plant Growth Regulator will slow
growth and improve the lawn
sward. See page 21 for more info.

PGR
APP

12mL* is what is use for my couch. Read page 21 for info
before use on your lawn type and situation.

Dec

14

15

Week 3

WATER
25mm
6am
WATER
Nil

16

WATER
Nil

17

WATER
25mm
6am

18

WATER
Nil

19
Mow
6-8mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 2
Rotary

G/Light + PGR
R/Builder+

G/LIGHT
+ PGR +
R/BUILDER+

WATER
NIL
After App

Green Light
100mL
Root Builder+
100mL
PGR 12mL*

Day Off... or.....

20
Mow
6-8mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 2
Rotary

Mow
6-8mm
Cylinder

Star
Tip 3

Mow
Notch 2
Rotary

Don't mow within 24hrs
before or after using
PGR. PGR will take a
few days before
regulating growth
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DECEMBER

WEEK 4

Green Light 350mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
Apply Green Light & Root
Builder+ tank mixed together
with sprayer. Don't water in.

Same application as last week
except without the PGR to
maintain that deep colour.
I find a mow before Christmas Day
is perfect, but that's just me. Some
of you may have a cylinder mower
under the tree and might want a
go.
Have a Merry Christmas and a safe
holiday period.
Dec

21

22

Week 4

WATER
25mm
6am
WATER
Nil

23

WATER
Nil

24

WATER
25mm
6am

25

WATER
Nil

26
Mow
6-8mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 2
Rotary

G/Light +
R/Builder+

G/LIGHT
R/BUILDER+

WATER
NIL
After App

Green Light
100mL
Root Builder+
100mL

Day Off... or.....

27
Mow
6-8mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 2
Rotary

Mow
6-8mm
Cylinder

Star
Tip 4

Mow
Notch 2
Rotary

Mow the day before
Christmas Day. It'll
give you a chance to
be particular with
edging and present a
fantastic lawn.
Merry Christmas
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JANUARY DAY 1/WEEK 1
Moist 300mL per 100m2
Apply Moist with sprayer.
Water in 6mm or 20 - 30 mins on
ave sprinkler.
Launch+ 100mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
Apply Launch+ & Root Builder+
tank mixed together with
sprayer. Don't water in.

Moist soil wetter works 3 ways.
Helping the water penetrate,
keeping the water at the root zone
and helping even the moisture
through the lawn area.
Launch and Root Builder tank-mix
application can happen the next
day after Moist without issue.
Dec

28

29

WATER
Nil

30

WATER
25mm

31

WATER
Nil

Jan

1

Week 1

WATER
25mm
6am

WATER
Nil

2

Mow
6-8mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 2
Rotary

LAUNCH+
R/BUILDER+

3
Mow
6-8mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 2
Rotary

MOIST

WATER
6mm

Launch+
R/Builder+
WATER
NIL
After App

Launch+
100mL
Root Builder+
100mL

Day Off... or.....
Mow
6-8mm
Cylinder

Star
Tip 6

Mow
Notch 2
Rotary

Don't Over Mow.
Let PGR do its thing.
Don't mow the lawn if
you don't have too.
You can often not
need to mow for a
week at the peak of
PGR cycle.
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JANUARY

WEEK 2 & 3

Charger 200mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
Apply Charger & Root Builder+
tank mixed together with
sprayer. Don't water in.

Green Light 350mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
Apply Green Light & Root
Builder+ tank mixed together
with sprayer. Don't water in.

Jan

4

WATER
25mm
6am

5

WATER
Nil

6

WATER
Nil

7

WATER
25mm
6am

8

WATER
Nil

Jan

11

Week 2

9

Mow
8-10mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 3
Rotary

12
13

WATER
Nil

14

WATER
25mm
6am

15

WATER
Nil

10

Mow
Mow
8-10mm Notch 3
Cylinder Rotary

Charger with growth
promoters and iron
for colour is the No. 1
foliar fertiliser in
Australia because it
produces quick
growth of the leaf and
outstanding colour.

Mow
8-10mm
Cylinder

Week 3

WATER
25mm
6am
WATER
Nil

Charger
R/Builder+

16
Mow
8-10mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 3
Rotary

17

Star
Tip 7
Mow
8-10mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 3
Rotary

Green Light
R/Builder+
Day Off... or.....
Mow
Mow
8-10mm Notch 3
Cylinder Rotary

Increase Lawn Height
Increase your lawn height over
summer has many advantages.
Mowing is easier, the extra shade
will act as a weed mat and
evaporation is minimised.
The root system will
be less stressed and a
quickly made thatch
layer will be beneficial
come autumn.
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JANUARY

WEEK 4

Green Light 350mL per 100m2
Root Builder+ 100mL per 100m2
PGR 8mL* Week 4
Apply Green Light & Root
Builder+ PGR tank mixed.
PGR
APP
Don't water in.
Green Light and Root Builder+ apps in both weeks.
Week 4 includes PGR.
Very Basically for PGR.. Use monthly, lower rates in Spring
after Reno recovery, higher rates in Summer. Go easy on
Buff..
More information about PGR is on page 21.
PGR
We have an extra week (week 5) and we left that open to APP
you to choose a treatment. I choose Launch and RB.

Jan

18

WATER
25mm
6am

19

WATER
Nil

20

WATER
Nil

21

WATER
25mm
6am

22

WATER
Nil

Jan

25

Week 4

23

Mow
8-10mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 3
Rotary

26
27

WATER
Nil

28

WATER
25mm
6am

29

WATER
Example

Mow
Mow
8-10mm Notch 3
Cylinder Rotary

Green Light for that
dark deep green
without surge growth.
Have your lawn
looking ace for
Australia Day.

Mow
8-10mm
Cylinder

Week 5 OPTION

WATER
25mm
6am
WATER
Nil

24

G/Light+ PGR
R/Builder+

30
Mow
8-10mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 3
Rotary

31

Star
Tip 8
Mow
8-10mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 3
Rotary

Syringe Water Cycle
Example
10 mins, 3-4 x per day..

Launch+
R/Builder+

Day Off... or.....
Mow
Mow
8-10mm Notch 3
Cylinder Rotary

Syringe Water
During times of renovation and
excessive heat stress, a syringe
watering cycle (or light watering
often) may be adopted to assist
a root system under high
stress or varieties with
a shallower root system
(eg Zoysia). Example on
the 29th. Avoid late arvo
or night watering.
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FEBRUARY DAY 1 / WEEK 1 & 2
Moist 300mL per 100m2
Apply Moist with sprayer.
Water in 6mm or 20 - 30 mins on
ave sprinkler.
Week 1
Launch+ 100mL
Root Builder+ 100mL
Week 2
Charger 300mL
Root Builder+ 100mL

Feb

1

WATER
25mm
6am

MOIST

WATER
6mm

2

WATER
Nil

Mow
8-10mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 3
Rotary

3

WATER
Nil

4

WATER
25mm
6am

5

WATER
Nil

Feb

8

9

Mow
8-10mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 3
Rotary

10

WATER
Syringe

11

WATER
25mm
6am

12

WATER
Nil

6

7

Launch+
R/Builder+
Mow
Mow
8-10mm Notch 3
Cylinder Rotary

Late Summer Dethatch can
be done right through till
early Autumn if there is
active growth.
The aim is to remove excess
thatch and start Autumn
with the healthiest lawn
possible. Regrowth is very
quick.

Week 2

WATER
Nil
WATER
Nil

Week 1

13
Late Summer
Dethatch.
See page 25
Syringe Water Cycle
Example
10 mins, 3-4 x per day..
7am, 10am, 2pm, 5pm

Nil
Mowing

LSD
Regrow

14

Charger
R/Builder+
Day Off... or.....
Nil
Mow
LSD
regrow

WATER
25mm
6am
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FEBRUARY

WEEK 3 & 4

Week3
Launch+ 100mL
Root Builder+ 100mL
Week 4
Green Light 350mL
Root Builder+ 100mL
PGR 4mL - 8mL*

PGR
APP

These are important applications which occur after the Late
Summer Dethatch. It will be hot this time of year and repair growth
will be quick. The severity or the cultural practice will also
determine the repair. A simple low-mow and light topdress will be
back in under 2 weeks, a scarify/topdress will obviously take longer.
It is your personal preference as to what height you grow to after
the late summer dethatch but I go for a bit longer to prepare for
Autumn.

Feb

Week 3

15

WATER
Nil

20

16

WATER
25mm
6am

21

17

WATER
Nil

18

WATER
25mm
6am

19

WATER
Nil

Feb

22

23
24

Mow
8-10mm
Cylinder

Mow
Notch 3
Rotary

Syringe Water Cycle
Example
10 mins, 3-4 x per day..
7am, 10am, 2pm, 5pm

WATER
25mm
6am

This PGR app is
usually lower
strength for me.
Higher apps are
WATER ok if you want
Nil
better growth
control.
More PGR info is
WATER on page 21.
Nil

25

WATER
25mm
6am

26

WATER
Nil

Mow
Mow
10-12mm Notch 4
Cylinder Rotary

Launch+
R/Builder+
Mow
Mow
8-10mm Notch 3
Cylinder Rotary

Syringe Watering is
used during high heat
which can stress more
shallow and less
developed root systems.
Also used following
renovations.
Always look to develop
deep roots with deep
infrequent watering.

Week 4

27

Green Light
R/Builder+

28

Day Off... or.....

PGR
APP

Mow
Mow
10-12mm Notch 4
Cylinder Rotary

Height of cut is a bit higher
for Autumn. For more info
see page 19.
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POOR CONDITION LAWNS
Lawns in poor condition will have
special needs particular to the many
factors that could have caused the it.
Depending on the situation, the lawn
might not be suitable for the
Lawnporn Summer program
immediately.
Here are some ver simple guidelines to
get your lawn up to speed.
1. Soil. Aerate for roots to breathe.
2. Water. 2 times a week deeply.
3. Weeds. Remove.
4. Pests. Treat and protect.
5. Fungus. Treat and remove.
6. Mow. Sharp blades. 2 times a week.
7. Fertilise. Granular and Foliar
8. Renovation. Spring Renovation
The following page has a simple
program which will improve condition
and then you can enter the
Summer Program on the week you
complete the starter program.

POOR CONDITION LAWNS
Entry Summer Program
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For warm season lawns done during growing season.

Day 1. Weed Removal. Low
Water
Mow, Aerate. Topdress
3 times a day
Lightly.
10min each
Apply: History (pesticide)
space evenly
+Moist (wetter). Then spread eg 7am, 10am,
Four Seasons. Water in.
1pm.
Week 1.
Apply Launch+ 50mL per
100m2. Do not water in.

Water: 3 times
a week 45min
Mow: Twice

Week 2.
Apply Launch+ 70mL per
100m2. Do not water in.

Water: 3 times
a week 45min
Mow: Twice

Week 3.
Apply Charger 300mL per
100m2. Do not water in.

Water: 2 times
a week 1-Hour
Mow: Twice

Week 4.
Apply Launch+ 100mL per
100m2. Do not water in.

Water: 2 times
a week 1-Hour
Mow: Twice

This entry program is designed to get your
lawn to health for the Lawnporn Summer
Program without using a huge range of
products and to get your lawn adapted to
foliar treatment by gradually introducing
treatments at lower rates.

Buy Products

MOWING & MOWERS
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Mowing is the best thing you can do for your lawn's health. Regular
mowing is required, especially in Summer, such that you don't let
the lawn get too high before the next mow.
The 1/3 rule is important. It means that when you mow, you mow no
deeper than 1/3rd of the grass height off at a time. Shorter
aggressive mows put undue stress on roots and invite weeds.
Mower choice depends greatly on budget, use practicalities and
desired outcomes. They each have pros and cons..

ROTARY MOWERS
Cheaper to run and maintain.
Good for a general cut.
Cut by slashing at leaf and
hence not great at low mows.
Battery powered is as good
as petrol these days, quieter
and less maintenance, so
worth a look..

CYLINDER MOWERS
Expensive to buy & maintain.
Good for low cuts.
Cut like scissors which is less
stress on the plant.
Easily get lines due to rollers.
No good for long overgrown
grass.
Check out the Mow Master
by clicking pic to right...

RIDE-ON MOWERS
For larger lawns and acreage.
Covers large area quickly.
Many different brands and types so do
your research and find a good dealer
that communicates well.
Cheaper isn't always better in this
market.
Make sure there is good aftersales
service from your dealer.

MOWING HEIGHT

Mowing height is hugely personal preference. In Summer I like to up my
(couch) lawn height slightly for a few reasons. Ease of maintenance,
more shade for stopping weeds, root protection from extreme heat and
limiting evaporation of ground moisture and in my opinion couch at 810mm in Summer just looks better... but that is just how I like it.
Sure, I could maintain 3-5mm golf green all year round and if
that is your thing, cool, but that isn't practical for many of us.
My height (Couch)
Spring - 3-6mm
Summer 6-10mm
Autumn 10-15mm
Winter 15-20mm

Good Summer Heights
Zoysia: 3-10mm
Buffalo: 25 - 50mm
Kikuyu: 15 - 30mm

WATER & IRRIGATION
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Summer watering is obviously important.
It depends greatly on the lawn situation but soil quality (the right
structure and ability to accept and hold water) is vital.
You can't grow lawn effectively in hard soil so you must do the work
here (aeration, clay breaking, sandy topdressing etc).
Assuming the soil is correct structure for lawn growing we structure
watering to 2 deep early morning waterings a week. This will
improve drought tolerance as the roots will grow deeper, limit
evaporation from midday heat and lessen chance of fungal
infections which is why early evening and night watering should be
avoided.
Deep infrequent early morning watering is the basis of the watering
philosophy but not a complete solution for all instances.
Syringe Cycle Watering (watering a few times a day with a small
amount) maybe needed for extreme heat times to protect roots,
post renovation and repair times.
Lawn varieties like Zoysia have a shallower root system, so deep
infrequent watering may not suffice. More frequent medium
waterings (eg 15mm, 3 times a week) probably works better.
Irrigation (Pop-Ups) are awesome because they make irrigation
easier. It can really be the difference a good and great lawn. I ask
you to seriously consider irrigation.. Check out this video..

SOIL WETTER

Moist Soil Wetter is vital to a great
lawn. Even well managed lawn can
stop accepting water at the soil
surface due to developing a waxy
layer that stops water entering the
soil. Moist will get water past this
layer and make a hydrophobic (not
accepting water) soil area start
accepting water. Moist will lock
that water at the root zone and
evenly distribute moisture. No more
dry patches, just great hydration for
the lawn. Check it out.
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PLANT GROWTH
REGULATOR
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Plant Growth Regulator (PGR) is used to control growth of lawn. It is
used during Spring and Summer (growing season) when there is
active growth.
PGR is not essential to caring for lawn but it has many benefits if
used. Reduced mowing frequency and clippings are the main
benefits but also it improves the sward quality, producing a thicker
lawn which will be healthier, act as a better weed mat and lessen
evaporation making the lawn more drought tolerant.
Seed heads which can be prevelant during later Spring and Summer
can be reduced in the number and height using PGR.
Use of PGR can cause an initial discolouration of the lawn but this
can be masked by tank-mixing with nitrogen-iron fertiliser such as
Lawnporn Green Light.
Do not mow within the 24 hours preceding or the 24 hours following
the application of Plant Growth Regulator. Please follow the
instructions on the label, but generally, only use on well established
lawn, in good condition, that is not water logged or damaged. Don't
use if rain is expected soon after application or irrigate within a day
of application.
Buffalo varieties it is recommended to use lower rates as higher
applications can curl the leaf. Couch will benefit from low
applications after Renovation repair to mid to higher applications as
the season gets warmer. Vertical cutting/grooming will provide
excellent benefits used in conjunction with PGR and a cylinder
mower getting that low bowling green look. Watch this video..
Kikuyu is an aggressive
grower and PGR can be used
at lower to higher rates.
Zoysia varieties are slower
growers and it is best to use
lower rates to medium
rates.
Always, for first time use use the lowest rates first.
Eg. My Couch is 4mL PGR per
100m2.
PGR is expensive but worth the expense and effort if
chasing the ultimate lawn quality.
There are many methods to determine how to use and
re-apply such as Growing Degree Days (GDD), but I
keep it simple by applying every 28 days during
Growing Season after Reno Repair.
PGR typically will take about 2-3 days to actively
slow vertical growth and you'll
notice less clippings in the mow. This control
will last a few weeks and mowing may not
be required as much. Week 3/4
after PGR you'll notice growth
starts to return to normal and re-app as required.

WEEDS
Weeds are a constant battle and many control approaches combined
together formulates an effective strategy against them.
A nice thick lawn in good health is the best defence. Regular mowing
to thicken it will choke weeds out . This isn't the only thing you need
to do. Here are some other things you can incorporate,
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hand Pull - Manual Dig Out
Spot Treat - Glyphosate
Selective Herbicide Treatments
Pre-Emergent Herbicide Treatments

HAND PULL - MANUAL REMOVAL

If there are just a few small weeds, hand removal might be an
option and doesn't use chemicals for removal. Get all the roots out.

SPOT TREAT - GLYPHOSATE

Remember Glyphosate (Round Up) will kill everything it touches.You
can spot treat by painting Glyphosate on the leaves. It is very labour
intensive and you may kill some grass around the treated area but
the area will grow back in during growing season and normal care.

SELECTIVE HERBICIDE

Also known as post-emergent herbicide as it treats the weed
after it emerges (post). Selective herbicides treat the weed whilst
leaving the lawn alone. Buffalo varieties are sensitive to selective
herbicides because of their broadleaf nature. Also check the label
and test a small area before fully treating an area.

PRE-EMERGENT HERBICIDE

This herbicide is usually applied, watered into the soil profile and
works at a seed level to stop weed seeds from germinating.

SUMMER WEED ISSUES

It depends on what state you are in with the lawn but here are
some common situations.. Pre emergent in Spring is a great start.
Winter Grass can still be lingering early Summer. It is too late to
treat them now and the seeds from these plants would have
made their way into the ground for a batch in greater number
next winter. They'll soon die away with regular mowing. Use a
pre-emergent next early Autumn to stop them germinating in
winter.
Broadleaf weeds will emerge where there are any bare areas left
from Reno's or bad coverage for whatever reason. Selective
herbicides suitable for your grass type is the go here while the
weeds are actively growing.
You should of treated for Grassy Weeds like Crabgrass,
SummerGrass and Crowsfoot in Spring using pre emergent
herbicide. If nothing has come up yet you can still use pre
emergent in early summer but if they are up hand removal or
spot treating with glyphosate may be your best methods now.
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COMMON WEEDS & SOLUTIONS
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BINDII

Not Buffalo

Buffalo Safe

CLOVER

Not Buffalo Buffalo Safe

CREEPING OXALIS

Not Buffalo

Buffalo Safe

Not Buffalo

Buffalo Safe

DANDELION

Read Label first for
lawn type suitability

COMMON WEEDS & SOLUTIONS

CROWSFOOT

Pre

Post

SUMMER GRASS

Pre

MULLUMBIMBY COUCH

NUTGRASS

Read Label first for
lawn type suitability

Post
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LATE SUMMER DETHATCH
The Late Summer Dethatch (LSD) is a mini renovation, the idea is to
manage thatch and enter the cooler months with the lawn in prime
condition to help it survive winter dormancy.
LSD can be done a number of ways. A simple low-mow, lowmow/aerate/light topdress, right through to full scarify renovation.
It is the last chance to topdress and level although you can do it
right up to early Autumn. If your area has little issues, a low-mow
might be all it needs.
Thatch (the dying/dead organic matter being leaves/roots or lawn)
is a natural build up that warm season lawns have. While it gets a
bad rap in lawn circles and groups, it is actually beneficial by
limiting evaporation, protecting roots against heat stresses and
limiting weed germination.
The issue with thatch is that it becomes a problem when it gets too
thick. It will stop water and nutrients getting to the soil, can be a
springboard for disease if wet for longer periods and will make a
mow at normal height look pretty ugly with brown patches showing.
You might notice that throughout the seasons, in the case of my
lawn, I change the mowing heights. The reason for this is strategic
but in reference to the LSD, the slightly higher summer height
(compared to spring) is to make a fine thatch layer quickly to get the
good benefits of thatch (protecting roots/limit evaporation etc). You
remove the thatch layer in one hit with the LSD so the regrowth of
lawn is strong an uninhibited by thatch and enter Autumn with a
strong plant with no thatch issues.
The lawn regrowth height is straight back to the higher range of the
summer height (for me 8-10mm) and then let go to 10-12mm for the
early Autumn. The benefit here is that the heat will still be around
and will quickly create a fine thatch layer that will be beneficial to
the lawn health for Autumn rather than a hindrance.
After performing a LSD be mindful that you'll need a quick watering
syringe cycle to protect the root system and plant from the extreme
heat experienced in Feb/March.
For the first few days, a light watering at 7am, 10am, 2pm, 5pm for 510 minutes may be needed. Irrigation system show their worth here.
If you only have a hose and sprinkler and not much time, a 20min
water in the morning and when you get home from your work/life
day in the arvo should get you by.
After a bit of growth and fill in, by Week 2, you can reduce watering
and go for 2-3 deep early morning waterings a week.
After 10-14 days you'll be pleasantly surprised as the lawn is back to
pretty much full coverage and mowing will be needed.
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Lawnporn Green Light
Green Light is a professional foliar fertiliser designed specifically to
encourage a deep green colour and growth response in turf. The
inclusion of iron (Fe) in chelated form helps get the nutrient into the plant
quickly, resulting in rapid and lasting greening effect. Based on the same
formulation as Australia’s most widely used nitrogen (N) and iron (Fe)
fertiliser, Green Light, in one form or another, is used regularly on some
of Australia’s most prominent golf courses and sporting facilities.
Applications:
Applications for this liquid fertiliser include tournament preparation in
golf courses, and prior to televised games in sports facilities. On the
home lawn, Green Light is ideal for use before a BBQ or any time when
you want to get your patch looking its best.
Rate:
200-400mL/100m2
Analysis
15% N, 6% Fe, 2% Mn
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Lawnporn Launch+
Launch+ is a professional grade foliar fertiliser designed to be applied to
the foliage (or leaf) of the turf. This method of application is often
deemed the most efficient forn of avoiding nutrient losses in the soil.
While designed for all year round use, Launch+ is best suited to during
times when turf root development is required.
The high amount of phosphorus (P), plant available zinc (Zn) and
inclusion of kelp concentrate, all act to stimulate root growth.
Applications:
Ideal situations of use for Launch+ include during seed establishment,
following renovation or scarrifying, or when recovery is required on
injured or stressed turf.
Rate:
50-100mL/100m2
Analysis
8-10-5 + KELP
Lawnporn Charger
Charger is specifically formulated to promote lateral turfgrass growth as
well as enhance colour. The unique blend of macro and minor nutrients
and hormone growth promoters maximises the developmental potential
of the turfgrass resulting in more rapid establishment, grow in, or
recovery from damage or renovation. Charger also maintains growth and
colour of warm season grasses during cooler months.
Rapid recovery from incidences of plant stress, grow in or renovations.
Improved colour of turfgrass in cooler periods of the year.
Dual nitrogen source for fast and efficient uptake by the plant.
High analysis iron and manganese in plant available form for rapid
uptake.
Rapid green up response for improved turf colour and appearance.
Manufactured in Australia.

Lawnporn Root Builder + (1L)
Based on a highly concentrated kelp extract sourced from South Africa,
the kelp formulation that makes up Lawnporn Root Builder+ is
considered the Australian turf industry’s best. Many people have heard
that some kelps contain plant hormones vital for growth, but what is less
commonly known is that it is the ratio of these hormones within the kelp
that encourage either leaf growth, or root growth. With a high auxin to
cytokinin ratio (300:1),
Lawnporn Root Builder+ is designed to stimulate root growth without
impacting leaf growth. When used in conjunction with fertilisers such as
Launch+ or Green Light, there is no better way to get the turf roots
moving.
Analysis:
Kelp Concentrate (Ecklonia maxima) – 100%
Rate:
50-100mL/100m2
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Amgrow Lawnporn Moist (1L)
Growing a lush lawn in the driest inhabited continent on Earth, while
using water responsibly can be challenging. That’s why professional turf
managers will rely on high quality wetting agent products like Lawnporn
Moist to get them through spring and summer. While it’s name sounds a
little silly, Lawnporn Moist is a serious wetting agent. Made of a 100%
blend of surfactant compounds, Moist is specifically balanced to provide
multi-action wetting agent activity in the soil; improving water
penetration, moisture retention and distribution within the soil, keeping
precious water at the root zone for longer. The result is a not only a more
resilient lawn through a long, hot summer, but also a lawn that grows
more evenly due to the elimination of wet and dry spots that cause
varying growth rates.
Analysis
Blended non-ionic surfactants – 100%
Rate:
100mL/100m2

Amgrow Lawnporn Four Seasons
Four Seasons is a professional grade slow release granular fertiliser. It is
the style of fertiliser used by professional golf courses and sportsfield
professionals designed to provide rapid and prolonged plant growth and
greening effect. Slow release nitrogen and potassium will continue to
feed the lawn for up to 16 weeks. One of the most practical benefits of
Lawnporn Four Season is the superior 150SGN granule size. The smaller
granule size reduces the chance of fertiliser prills being damaged or
picked up by mowing after application. In addition, the smaller granule
will provide better coverage over the turf surface when applied offering
superior performance.
Features:
Dual action slow release for up to 16 weeks
As used by professional turf curators
Professional grade mini prill
Controlled release potassium
150 SGN granule size prill
Ideal for the home lawn enthusiast
Treats up 250m^2
Ratio:
25-0-13-3 +3%FE

Lawnporn History - Systemic Insecticide 1L
Lawnporn History Systemic insecticide is a professional turf solution for
the control of African Black Beetle , Argentinean Scarabs and Bilbugs
Larvae . The active ingredient, Thiamethoxam works through systemic
action.
Features:
-Low to no odour
-Suitable for turfs with irregular irrigation
-Mode of action is group 4A - Neonicotinods
-Once watered in, safe for pets and animals to walk on
-Control of African Black Beetle, Argentinean Scarabs and Bilbugs Larvae

Lawnporn Insta-Green Turf Pigment (250mL)
A professional turf colourant for a stadium quality
finish.
Features:
-Long lasting natural green colour
-Improve turf colour during dormancy or after
renovation
-Tank mix with herbicides to improve application
accuracy

HUMIC ACID
Humic acid is not included in the
program but I have starting
using it as a soil application once
a month at a low rate and I have
already noticed a marked
improvement.
These are available from
Nuturf.com.au in 20L drums.
Humic Acid can be applied as a soil soak or foliar
feed. There are many benefits which include
improving the soil structure and capacity to deliver
nutrients and increasing soil microbial activity.

Click for Info
AMINO ACID
Even though plants have the
inherent capacity to
biosynthesize all of the amino
acids that they require from
nitrogen, carbon, oxygen and
hydrogen, the biochemical
process is quite complex and
energy consuming.
As such, the application of amino acids such as
those contained in FoliMAX Amino + allow the plant
to save energy on this process, which can be
dedicated to better plant development during
critical growth stages.
In a nutshell, can be soil soak or foliar feed.
Improves a fertility program. Great prior to and
after plant stress (think Renos/disease/injury). I
haven't started to use this product yet but I will
monthly as a soil soak with my Humic application.
Check it out on the Nuturf.com.au site..
You don't need to get these for a great lawn but
these are for your information..
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Dec - Feb the 1st

The Lawnporn Grass Off is the Biggest and Best
Lawn Competition in Australia.
This year we have prizes for 1st, 2nd and 3rd by
Ego in the Best Lawn Category.
A Bonanza of Prizes for a Random Winner who
enters will include a Shed, BBQ, Outdoor Setting,
Cylinder Mower, Power Tools, Lawn, Sprayers
and even a car care kit. + more..
More details on the Lawnporn Facebook page..

Get your lawn on!!!
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Thank you
The Lawnporn Summer Program is my first real
try at "Graphic Design" so I hope it translates
well for your mobile phone. Any constructive
criticism to my email please! Thanks in
advance!!
Thanks must go to all the supporters, users and
the retailers for their input to help me make this
the best program possible.
I'd personally like to Andy Melville and Liam
from Nuturf for their assistance, Ian from
Amgrow for his guidance, Fil from Toolroom and
my family for their support.
This program and guide would not be possible
without the Lawnporn Stars and my good
friends, Matt Ryks, Matt Zonta, Sam Zurzolo,
Brandon Wall, Brendon Weekley and Jake.
Thanks always to my friend Ben Datson and
friends at Horsham and Wangaratta.
Thanks for considering Lawnporn and using this
program and guide.

Get your lawn on!!!
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Further questions? Send an email to
matt@lawnpornonline.com

